Protein function prediction is one of the most vital problems in the field of proteomics since it leads to determining cell functions and identifying the diseases and their effect. Since proteome is divided into clusters, each cluster (group of proteins) should have common characteristics. One of these characteristics is to have the same functions. In this study we try to extract motifs for each sub-function category of yeast proteins. The technique is based on applying multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to all yeast protein function categories. The protein sequences are collected from different data sources as DIP, PIR, and SWISS PROT and CLC program is used to apply the sequence alignment. The technique is applied to proteins having single function only that because multi function proteins can be affected by the functions correlation. Threshold is determined for every protein function category to indicate the most common frequent amino acids to be a feature for this category. After implementing the algorithm, sequence is verified with some proteins have the correct functions and the gained results are good. The technique is considered as verification method for protein function prediction. And reference database table is constructed based on the extracted motifs.
Introduction:
The most important macromolecules in cells are the proteins which response for doing many functions. Proteins are the main building blocks and functional molecules of the cell. Every codon (3 bases of RNA nucleotides {A, G, C, U}) correspond to one amino acid which is arranged to build the protein. Proteins are consisted of sequence of amino acids which are the basic units of structure [1] . When the 20 amino acids (natural components) are sequenced in different numbers and different orders, infinite number of proteins can be created. If the length of amino acids is more than 40 ones, it called protein otherwise called multi peptide [2] . The sequence of amino acids is response for constructing the folding shape of protein (3D structure) as well as its main functions. In particular, proteins transmit regulatory signals throughout the cell, catalyze a tremendous number of chemical reactions, and are critical for the stability of numerous cellular structures. As known, each group of proteins having specific characteristic is called cluster (group). One example of these clusters is the similarity in doing specific function. Many methods have been developed to predict the protein functions as protein sequences [3, 4] , analyzing gene expression patterns [5, 6] , phylo-genetic profiles [7, 8, 9] , protein domains [10, 11] , and protein interaction networks [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , estimated correlation [17, 18] , and weighted interactions [19] . Since most of the prediction methods depend on the protein sequences and the fact that if two proteins have similar sequences, they may have the same function [20] . A previous study [21] has been introduced exploring the protein sequence alignments. This study has extracted motifs for certain group of function categories with low accuracy. The reason was due to collecting a huge number of protein sequences carrying more than one function category. The other functions have affected the studied one. In this study, the collected protein sequences will have just one / single function category.
Each protein function category (cluster) has group of proteins is defined and their protein sequences are collected. Many data sources (database) as DIP, PIR, and SWISS PROT are used to get these sequences. Accurate multiple sequence alignment technique is performed using Bio-CLC program. So in this paper, we introduce technique using multiple sequence alignment to extract (certain features) motif for each sub-function category. The technique has been applied to Yeast protein sequences. The extracted consensuses are collected and considered as features/ signatures for every sub-function category. The protein function prediction process has been verified and compared by true functions through NCBI. The paper is organized as follows. The proposed algorithm is explained in section II. Section III presents the results of this work together with their discussion. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion and future work. 
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METHODOLOGY
Certainly, yeast proteins should be divided into clusters. And protein sequences should be collected. There are two common methods to collect these sequences:1)-through web engine NCBI (one of the multiple diverse sources in identification the proteins and determining their functions) or 2)-downloading the protein sequences from protein sequence database. In this study, an integrated method has been used between different data sources to get the annotated protein sequences. The protein sequences which have the same sub-function category were collected. And multiple sequence alignment (MSA) has been provided to extract specific motif (consensus) for each subfunction category.
A. Protein Sequence Collection
Although BLAST and NCBI web sites were used to get the protein data, it was very exhaustive process to gain the protein sequences manually. A group of databases as DIP, PIR, SWISS-PROT, and MIPS have been integrated to collect these sequences. This integration has been performed, since all annotated proteins have not been found in one database. Although DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins) was the most famous data source used to get the sequences of yeast proteins, it missed for some proteins which collected from other (resources) databases. Although this study is performed to extract specific signature or motifs for every function category, it can be noted that group of functions have some specific proteins (associated proteins) as shown in figure (2) . This note leads us to apply the same 
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B. Multiple sequence alignment
Although there were many methods used in motif extraction as Deterministic algorithm (match or mismatch), Probabilistic algorithm, Combination between Deterministic and Probabilistic presentation and M-PST (mismatch probabilistic suffix tree) [22] , the multiple sequence alignment has produced good results. Also it has been used in determining the interacted proteins [23] and probabilistic approach [24] . In this study, CLC BIO package has been used to perform MSA (multiple sequence alignment) for all collected protein sequences that have the same function. As shown in figure (3) , the alignment process after applying MSA to the FASTA format proteins shown in table-2. Another example for Biochemical function category_16 is shown in figure (4) which indicates the result of 27 sequence alignment. The gab fraction of this alignment is not constant through amino acid sequence. The motif can be extracted from position 817 or position 838 reaching for 853. The judge in this situation is to validate the extracted sequence through NCBI. Here after validation, the motif can be taken starting from position 838. 
Results
In this study, the multiple sequence alignment is applied to yeast function categories. The protein sequences are divided into three main categories including 127 sub-functions. For each sub-function, protein sequences are collected and sequence alignment is performed to extract specific motif. This motif is considered as feature (signature) for this function category. As shown in table-3, two motifs are indicated for function categories 16, and 34 respectively. These motifs are considered as identified features for each function. And it can be used to verify the predicted functions. If motif of function (A) for example is found in protein sequence (xx) and the mathematical methods estimated that protein (xx) has this function (A), it can be said, protein has high confidence to have this function (high probability). In this study, the suggested technique overcomes the previous problems faced in collecting many sequences having more than one function. it can be said that the function category has no expressed motif (specific features), if the collected sequences have poor alignment. 
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CONCLUSIONS
Herein, the multiple sequence alignment is applied to each group of protein sequences have specific function. This alignment is done to extract motif to be as identified feature (signature) for this function. These motifs are collected and used for verification process of protein function prediction. Each function can be predicted from any mathematical method, can be verified using this method by motif extraction search.
FUTURE WORK
A new technique can be applied to the proteins that contain just one function (collecting protein domains response for performing the function). The protein domains may response for doing the function or construction the 3D structure (tertiary structure).
